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NOTES: 

Lines 1-163. 

Scene:   Egypt, at the mouth of the Nile and before the royal palaces. Downstage 
is the tomb of Proteus where Helen is sitting as suppliant. Teucros will enter in 
front of the palace walls and then discover Helen at the tomb.  

1.  di/aj  yaka/doj - `rain from heaven’ (orig. `drop of rain’).  

      They are `fair maiden (streams)’ since the (female) river goddesses look after 
them.  

2,3.    u9grai/nei - governs both   pe/don and   gu/aj, so `the fields, land of Egypt’. 

Herodotos rejected the `melting snow’ theory of the Nile’s source, but the inflow 
of water from the high rainfall in Ethiopia was not known to the Greeks.   

4. Homer make Proteus `the old man of the sea’, but he is a king in Herodotus. 
Here his prophetic powers are transferred to his daughter Eido=Theonoe.   

5. Alexander the Great built a mole connecting Pharos with the mainland, but in 
Homer (as here) it is an island. 

6.  kat’ oi]dma -`in the sea’. 

7. We are not told why she `divorces’ Aiacos, but as a goddess she can do so with 
impunity. This new marriage may be an invention of Euripides. (Aiacos was the 
son of Zeus and Aigina, a daughter of the river god Asopos and later king of the 
island of Aigina. Alexander the Great traced his ancestry back to him on his 
mother’s side.) 

9-10. The bracketed words are unmetrical and probably should be deleted as a 
later gloss explaining the name Theoklymenos.   

diafe/rw – `lived, spent (his life)’. 

11.  a0gla/isma  - `glory, pride’. 
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15. Nereus was son of Pontos and Gaia; a titan who fathered the Nereids. 

17,18.  e1stin de\ dh\ lo/goj…-the word   dh\  (tr. `supposedly’) implies that Helen 
herself does not necessarily believe this story. 

  ei0j -`towards’ 

19.  ku/knou -`of a swan, in fact’. 

20.  `(Pretending) that he was escaping from an eagle, by trickery he successfully 
contrived to have sex with her’.  e0ce/prac’ cf. our `he had his way’. 

  safh/j -`true’, as often. 

23.  ka/llouj pe/ri -`(for judgement) about their beauty’ 

24.  keuqmw/n -`a mountain vale’. Lit. `hiding place’, so hidden and mysterious. 

26.    diaperai/nw - in the middle this denotes `to get something decided’, `to 
settle’.  

   morfh=j…kri/sin  - `beauty contest’. 

27.  `..if what brings misfortune can be beautiful’. 

28.    gamei= is future. 

protei/nw -`promise’ (the sense is `offering as a lure’). 

29. Paris was exposed as a child and reared to be a cow-herd. He was later 
recognized and restored to the royal family. 

31. Euripides is the first to mention Hera as the creator of the phantom.  

32.  e0chne/mwse -`turned to thin air’, so `made void my marriage to Alexander’. 

34.  cunqei=s’ -`having fashioned’. 

Compare this with Odyssey 4:796.   

ei1dwlon poi/hse, de/maj d’ h1ikto gunaiki/ 
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where Athena makes an `image’ of Iphthime who will speak to Penelope in a 
dream. The   ei1dwlon is described (e.g. at line 835) as  a0mauro/n (`dim’, perhaps 
`spectral’). 

36.    kenh\n dokh/sin – this accusative phrase is in apposition to the whole 
sentence, `a vain illusion’. 

37.  a1lla -`and besides’, i.e. the plans of Zeus and Hera, although different in 
intention, happen to coincide in this instance.  sumbai/nei- `work in with’, 
`reinforce’, lit. `agree with’. 

39,40.  o1xlou … plh/qouj – a hendiadys, genitive of separation `from the 
crowded multitude’. 

40. This explanation of the Trojan War first appears in a fragment of the Cypria, 
quoted by the Homeric Scholiast. 

41. i.e. Achilles. 

42.  Frugw=n d’ e0j a0lkh/n   = The Trojan War,  a0lkh/ can have the meaning of 
`battle’. 

  proute/qhn - `I was set up, put forward (as a prize)’  

43.  ..`as a prize for the Greeks to win by force’.  cf.  ai0xma/lwtoj. 

44.    e0n ptuxai=sin ai0qe/roj - tr. `in the enfolding air’. 

45. Litotes 

48.  a0ke/raioj -`unsullied’ (from kera/nnumi) 

50.  ta\j e0ma\j a0narpaga/j – lit.` hunts down my seizure’,  tr. `me his ravished 
wife’, (abstract for concrete, as often in tragedy.) 

55.  suna/yai  - lit. `join together’, so `to have brought…upon’, perhaps `to have 
ignited’. 

58.  gno/ntoj- possibly with Hermes, but more likely part of a GA with   au0tou= 
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 (referring to Menelaus) to be supplied from   a0ndri/. 

59.  sc. `he said this’ …   i3na… + subj.  u9postrw/sw <   u9posto/rnumi. 

61.    a1suloj h] ga/mwn – lit. ` I was inviolate in regard to my marriage’, so `my 
chastity was inviolate’, or `I was safe from a forced marriage’. 

63.  to/n palai…po/sin -`my previous husband’. 

65. `That I might remain chaste’. 

67.  to\ sw=ma g’ -`my real self at least’. 

68.ff   Teucros is the son of King Telamon of Salamis, who fought alongside his 
half-brother Ajax at Troy. He was known as the best archer among the Greeks. His 
purpose here in the play is simply to inform Helen of the fall of Troy and the 
supposed death of Menelaus at sea. As such there is little character development. 
He does, however, reinforce the notion that Helen, despite her innocence, is 
universally hated and held responsible for all the terrible things that have 
happened.  

  e0rumnw=n -`fortified’, `sturdy’. 

69. lit. `this house is fit to be likened to (the house) of Ploutos. 

70.    a0mfi/blhma - `battlement’. 

          e3drai - `buildings’. 

75.  a0poptu/w  - `loathe, spurn’. 

`you are the spitting image of Helen’. 

76.    eu0sto/xoj -`well-aimed’, `true-winging’, `unerring’. 

77.    a0po/lausin…. -`as a reward (accusative in apposition to the whole 
sentence, or perhaps to be explained as simply an extended internal accusative) 
for your likeness to the daughter of Zeus’. 
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78.  Broken speech (anacolouthon) to signify astonishment. `Poor wretch, why, 
whoever you are, have you turned away from me…..?’ 

79.  Dative of cause, `her predicament’. 

82.    h9mi=n - probably ethic dative, `I pray you’. 

83.    e0pistre/fw - middle and passive, `to turn towards’. 

86.  ti/noj -`whose son’, au0da=n- `to declare’. There are a variety of readings here 
but the sense is clear.  

87,88.  Teucros’ brother Ajax committed suicide after not being given the arms of 
the dead Achilles (they were given, of course, to Odysseus) and their father 
banished Teucros for not sharing his brother’s death. Teucros eventually founds a 
new Salamis in Cyprus, but (in Euripides’ version) visits Egypt on the way.  

91. The potential optative is almost equivalent to an exclamation. 

92. The meaning here is that his father is the last person you would expect to do 
this. Lit. `Whom would you have more dear?’ 

93.  `Herein lies some great calamity’, or better `such an action (being sent away) 
has disastrous consequences for you’.   

96.   a3lma - is the subject and   oi0kei=on (`his own’) probably goes with   ci/foj. 

99. This detail not elsewhere in the surviving legends. 

100.  `Contest for is arms’. 

102.   Odysseus, of course, was the winner. 

103.   nosei=j -` are you afflicted…?’ 

104.  ge -`yes,…’  

  o9qou/nek’ =   o3tou e3neka. 

106.  Tmesis; `having joined in sacking the city’. 
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           a0ntapo/llumai -`I was ruined in return’. 

107.  a3ptw - ` burn’,    katerga/zomai -`I destroy, level, devastate’. 

108.  The usual rule of   ou0 + indicative and   mh/ + infinitive in a consecutive clause 
is broken here.  

  safe/j -`to be seen’, `visible’. 

112. Lit. ` almost seven fruitful cycles of years’, i.e. `almost seven full years with 
their crops’. 

114.  de/ka dielqou/saj e1th - lit. `which passed through 10 years’, so ` which 
completed the period to 10 years’, `thus making 10 years in all’. 

119. `Be careful that you (plural, referring generally to the Greeks) were not 
seeing some fancy/illusion (sent) from the gods’. 

121,122.  These lines should probably be deleted. Teucros has just asked her to 
change the subject, although of course she does not, but, more importantly,  why 
should she persist in this very odd (even if we know it to be true) suggestion that 
the Helen they all saw was a `fancy’ from the gods? In verse 122 the supposed 
allusion to a famous philosophical maxim of Epicharmos (`The mind sees and the 
mind hears, all else is dumb and blind’) is rather far-fetched and so the whole line 
is rather silly. Also ei0do/mhn is very rare in Euripides. 

[ 121. `and do you think your fancy was so genuine?’ 

122.  The second half of the verse has been emended as   ei0 kai\ nu=n se o3rw, 

although the text as it stands may have the sense of `I can still see it in my mind’s 
eye’.] 

124.  0Eurw/ta - Doric gen. 

125.  A rather cryptic line. Perhaps `to those whom you speak this bad news, the 
news you speak is (indeed) bad’.  

126.  sc.  i1sqi. 
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127.    porqmo/j -`crossing’ (i.e. of the Hellespont). 

129. `among what waves (lit. `backs’) of the salt sea?’ i.e. `at what part of the 
journey did the storm hit?’  

128.    a1llos’ a1llon w3risen  - `determined a different course in different 
directions’. 

130.    perw=sin - dat. plur. part. from pera/w. 

132.    qanw\n de\ klh|/zetai- `for he is said to have died’. 

135.  kle/oj -`scandal’. 

138-9.  This is the kind of clever rhetorical trick that Aristophanes parodied in his 
comedies. 

141.  qa/teron =  to\ a3teron –`the other account’. 

142.  This line is still dependent on  fa/si from two lines earlier. 

 sfagai=j - `suicide’. Another Euripidean invention. Its’ falsehood is shown by the 
appearance of the two, as gods, at the end of the play. 

143.    dipla= - first by suffering and then recounting. A now commonplace idiom 
in Euripides. cf. Hecuba 518.  dipla= me xrh|/zeij da/krua kerda=nai, gu/nai. 

146.  procene/w - act as   pro/cenoj - a `go-between’, `intermediary’. The noun is 
a technical term for those who act as guide at an oracular shrine. 

147. `where I should steer (stei/laim’) the wing of my ship on a favourable 
wind…’. 

150.  e0kei= - lit. `there’, tr. `far away’. 

154.    pepoiqw/j- lit. `relying on his hounds’, so `following the hounds’. 

  fonai=j -`bloody’. 

155. cf. Iph. Taur. 38-9: 
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  qu/w ga\r o1ntoj tou= no/mou kai\ pri\n po/lei  

  o4j a2n kate/lqh| th/nde gh\n   #Ellhn a0nh/r. 

156.  o3tou d’ e3kati -`for what reason’. 

Th. kills Greeks for fear that they might take Helen away. So she cannot answer 
the question without revealing who she is. 

159.  a0ntidwrhsai/ato- third person plur. Ionic form, common in Herodotos. 

 

 

 

Lines 164-385: 

A Choral ode now follows in which the Chorus bewail the cruel fate that has 
befallen Helen. 

Helen herself laments the irony that her beauty, a thing desired by most women, 
has proved her undoing and the cause of her misery. 

The Chorus then advises Helen to consult Theonoe to find out if Menelaus has, in 
fact, been killed. After further lament she leaves the stage. 

 

Lines 386-434:  Menelaus enters dressed in rags, since he has just survived a ship 
wreck. These lines constitute a sort of second prologue. 

387.  e0camilla/omai -(dep. pass.) `to engage in contest’, ` to compete with’, so 
`competed in the four horsed contest…’ . 

Pelops defeated Oinomaus king of Pisa at Olympia and thereby married 
Hippodameia, Oinomaus’ daughter.  Atreus was their son.  

388-9. These lines are rather difficult. Pelops was himself served up to the gods by 
his father and eaten. Afterwards, his body was reconstituted, except for one arm 
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which was replaced by a marble one. Thus the writer is here saying: `Would that 
that experiment of allowing yourself (peisqei/j ?) to be eaten by the gods had 
ended differently and you had not been remade’. Allen reads  

ei1q’ w1felej to/t’   [ h9ni/k’   e1ranon ei0j qeou\j 

peiqei\j e0poi/eij ]     e0n dro/moij lipei=n bi/on 

and makes  the line refer only to the famous chariot race which Pelops won.  

e1ranoj  -`feast’. 

  e0n qeoi=j -`in the presence of the gods’. 

393.  plei=ston with stra/teuma.  

  zugo/n -`team’. 

  diori/zw -`carry abroad’. 

  kw/ph| =`ship’ (par pro toto, as often in poetry). 

395,6.  The statement is expressed firstly in the  negative and then repeated in 
the  positive. `I was in no way a tyrant leading (his men) by force, but one who led 
the willing young men of Greece’.  

 a1rxw + dat. (instead of the normal genitive) -`to rule over’ occurs in Homer and 
Aeschylus. 

397.  a0riqmh=sai pa/ra -`we may count’. 

398. `… and others as having escaped….’. 

401.  xro/non o3sonper - `ever since’. 

404.    e0pidroma/j -`approaches, harbours’ – acc. of motion towards. 

406.    ou1rion (sc.  pneu=ma) `favourable’. 

408.    nauago/j -`adj. `shipwrecked’. 
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409.  e0ce/peson - `I have been cast up’.  e0kpi/ptw is often used as a passive for   
ba/llw. 

410.    pollou\j a0riqmou/j -`(into) many fragments’. Acc. of result. 

  to\ naua/gion -`piece of wreck’. 

 a1gnumi - `break up, shatter’. 

411.  tro/pij -`keel’,  poiki/lwn a9rmosma/twn-`of the various fittings’. (The last 
noun is a hapax legomenon.) 

415.  e0spesei=n -` to go among (the crowd)’, tr. `stumble’. 

417.  u9p’ ai0dou=j th=j tu/xhj - `from shame at my misfortune’.  

418.    a0hqi/an -`unfamiliar state’ so `he falls into an unfamiliar state worse than 
one who has always been unfortunate’ (since he is not used to it). 

421,2. Lit.. `it is possible to liken these (clothes) that I am wearing to the remnants 
of the ship’. One of the jibes made by Aristophanes against Euripides is that his 
characters are often wearing rags. 

423.    a0mfiblh/mata -`garments’. 

424.  xlida/j -`costly ornaments’. 

427.  le/xh-`wife’, by metonymy. 

428.    nostw= - simply `come’ (as in line 474). 

429.    pro/sfora -`provisions’. 

430.    perifere/j -`surmounted’. 

431.    semna/j -`impressive’. 

434.    e1xoien a1n -`would they  be able to…’. 

Lines 435-482: 
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An old female keeper of the door comes out and warns him to depart at once 
since her master is not welcoming to Greeks. She also tells him that he has come 
to Egypt and that Helen is living in the palace. 

Note the contrast between the idea of Menelaus, the great hero (he himself 
speaks of the noble pair),  dressed in rags and bantering here with the door 
keeper. Many of Eur.’ (heroic) characters are very different to their elevated alter 
egos as presented in Aeschylus or Sophocles.    

Lines 483- 527: 

Menelaus ponders how there can be two Helens and decides to wait for the king, 
despite the danger. The Chorus have overheard that Menelaus is not dead after 
all. 

 

Lines 528- 596: 

Helen enters and rejoices in the news that Menelaus is alive. She meets Menelaus 
but does not immediately recognize him. When she reveals to him the truth, he 
rejects her and makes to leave. 

528. `Behold I am come again to my seat at this tomb…’. 

532.    porqmou/j  -`straits’. 

531.  a3mon for   e1mon as often in tragedy, metri gratia. 

533.  ou0d’ a0gum/naston -lit. `not unexercised’, litotes for `worn-out’. 

534.  la/bh| -`he reaches’. 

536.  a0pe/sthn -`I refrained from’. 

537. `…since I was so happy when…’.  h9sqei=s’ <   h3domai. 

539.  e0kpeso/nta - `having been cast up/ cast ashore’.  ek0pi/ptw is often used as a 
passive for   ba/llw. 
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540. `How welcome will be your coming’. 

541.  krupteu/omai - `I am being ambushed’. 

542.  a0se/ptou -`impious’, `unholy’ ( <   se/bomai). 

544.  cuna/yw kw=lon - lit. ` shall I join my leg to…?’ so ` shall I approach/go over 
to…?’  She wants to reach the tomb so that she may claim (religious) asylum. 

546.  sc.  kalw= as the main verb. 

 Tr. `Hey there! You who have endeavoured (struggled) with dreadful effort to 
reach the edge of the tomb and the pillars where the burnt offerings are made’.   

  h9millhme/nhn <   a9milla/omai -`endeavour, struggle’. 

  e0pi/ -`to reach’. 

548.    w9j -`since’. 

  e1kplhcin…a0fani/an  -`speechless amazement’. 

549.  A typical response in recognition scenes.  

550.  ei1rgw -`to keep away’. 

553.    ou0x  for   ou0de/. 

554.  a1morfon -`unsightly’. 

555.    laiyhro/n -`swift’. 

556.  e0fa/ptomai -`I touch’, so `I have reached my destination’. 

557.  Lit. `what is this face of yours that I am looking upon’. 

558.  `The same question grips both you and me’ i.e. `We are in the same 
situation’. 

559. lit. `a form more like (to Helen’s)’. 

560.  The second   qeo/j is to be translated `divine’, ` a divine gift’. 
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561.  This is a `missing line’ which appears to have dropped out of an early 
manuscript owing to two lines beginning with the same word. Happily, it was 
preserved in Aristophanes Thesmophoriazousai 907. 

562.  to\ so/n  - `your story’. 

563.  o9moi/an dh\ ma/list’ -` most like’. 

564.    fw= -subjunctive. 

565.  e1gnwj- `you have recognised’. 

566. Helen runs from the tomb and tried to embrace Menelaos who pushes her 
back. This again is a common scenario in recognition scenes. 

 xro/nioj -`at last’. 

569.  fwsfo/r’ - possibly `torch bearing’, since she is a goddess who appears at 
night. 

570.    nukti/fanton -`appearing in the night’. 

  pro/polon -`attendant’, so the whole phrase may be rendered `nocturnal 
attendant’. 

  0Enodi/aj  - a title of Hecate, `goddess of the crossway’. 

571.  ou0 mh/n…ge -`nor again…, and nor…’ (firm rejection.)  

575.  nosei= -`faulty’.   

577-8.  Possible interpolation here since 579 follows 576 very naturally. The 
second half of 577  means `the certainty ( that she is in the cave) deprives me (of 
the belief that you are Helen)’ or possibly `certainty fails me’, so `I can’t really be 
sure’.  

Line 578 is unmetrical.  sou0ndei= =  se ou]n dei= -`what more do you want?’ 

Allen here reads: 
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Me.    to\ sw=m’ o3moion, to\ de\ safe\j g’ a0postatei=. 

El.     ske/yai: ti/ soi dei= pi/stewj safeste/raj;  

with   a0postatei= - `is lacking’, and the second line meaning `what clearer 
evidence do you need?’. 

581.  nosou=men  - `my trouble is’. 

583.  ble/ponta -`living’ . 

586.  dia/llagm’ - `substitute’. 

590.    ke/n’ …le/xh - `a wife who doesn’t exist’. 

591.  prosferh/j - similar to’. 

  o9qou/nek’-`since’. 

593. `The greatness of my troubles there (at Troy)….’. The point is that if this is the 
real Helen then all the suffering at Troy to regain the phantom Helen were 
pointless. Menelaus cannot countenance this possibility. 

Lines 597-624: 

A messenger arrives from the cave to tell Menelaus that his wife has vanished 
into the sky. 

597.  masteu/w =   mateu/w -`seek after’. 

601. `It is amazing – but `amazing’ is too weak a word for what really happened’. 

602. `Since by your haste (perhaps `seriousness’) you bring something strange’. 

613.  mo/rsimon -`destiny’. 

sw|/sasa -`having completed’. 

  ou0rano/n -cf. line 584. 

615.  a1llwj  -`all for nothing’, `without reason’. 
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616. The real Helen now appears in view of the Messenger. 

618.  u9po/pteron -`winged’ (he is being sarcastic here.) 

619.  foroi/hj -`you possess’ (lit. `carry’) 

620.  a1dhn -`to one’s fill’, `sufficient’. 

622.  tou=t’ e1st’ e0kei=no - a colloquialism, `so this is what has happened!’ 

  `These words of hers have turned out to be true’. 

624.  labei=n – epexegetic infinitive. 

Lines 625-872: 

Menelaus and Helen now rejoice together and tell each other the story of their 
respective adventures. Helen tells her husband of the danger that threatens him 
from Theoklymenos and that their only hope lies in the intervention of Theonoe. 
Menelaus says that he will kill himself, and her, if all else fails. Theonoe processes  
in. 

Lines 873 -946:  

Theonoe tells them that Hera is no longer angry with them but that Aphrodite will 
try to prevent their return. Helen and Menelaus appeal to Theonoe for her 
assistance. 

873.    pw=j e1xei -`how do they stand?’ (parenthetical). 

875.  mimh/matoj -`false image’. 

877. `…(or) whether’. A strangely constructed sentence. 

878.  su/llogoj -`assembly’. 

  pa/redroj -`sitting beside, near’, so that Zeus is seen as an arbitrator .  

883.  yeudonu/feutoj ga/moj -` a false marriage’. The adjective is a hapax 
legomenon. 
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885-6. These lines are difficult. `So that she may not be reproved nor appear 
having bought her (prize for) beauty by the unfulfilled (lit. unprofitable) marriage 
to Helen’. This leaves   ou3nek’ unexplained. Allen translates `as far as Helen is 
concerned’. 

887. `The final decision rests with me’. 

888.  le/cas’ + acc. + part. 

890.    kru/yas’  - `keep hidden from’ sc.  s’ e0nqa/d’ o1nta. 

901.  noste/w - here meaning `come’. 

892. Since her attendants had departed (see line 872), Theonoe must be making 
this request to one of the Chorus. Allen sees this and the following lines as a later 
interpolation introduced to heighten the tension. 

893.    tou0mo/n -`my position’. Theonoe is obviously frightened of her brother, 
with, as we see later in the play, good reason. 

895.    proskaqi/zw qa=kon -lit. `I sit a seat’, internal accusative. Tr.`I sit in forlorn 
posture’.  

897.  e0p’ a0kmh=j + inf. `on the edge of’, `run the risk of’. cf. Homer Il. 10:173,  e0pi\ 
curou= a0kmh=j -`on the razor’s edge’. 

898.  katei/ph|j-`denounce’. 

901.  prodw=|j  - tr. `sell out’. 

902.  xa/ritaj -`tokens of gratitude (that are wicked and unjust)’. 

903.  bi/an -`use of force’. 

904.  e0j a9rpaga/j -adverbial `not by way of unlawful seizure’. 

905. Delete – unmetrical. `Away with wealth that is gained unjustly’. 

907.  a0naplhroume/nouj -`for men filling up their houses (with possessions)’. 
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908.  ta0llo/tria =   ta\ a0llo/tria  - `what belongs to others’. 

909.    makari/wj - Badham (and Allan) here read   kairi/wj -`timely’, which 
seems to give better sense. `It was timely but also unfortunate’. 

910.  po/sei-`for my husband’. 

911.  ka0pola/zusqai -`to take me back’, is a hapax legomenon, but la/zomai  
(la/zumai  in Homer and here) is a common poetic equivalent for   lamba/nw.  

912-914 are deleted in the OCT. 

912.    kei=noj – refers to Theonoe’s father Proteus. 

914.  h1dh  - `Now is the time to consider…’. 

915.  ta\ tw=n pe/laj  -`what belongs to another’. 

917.  ple/on ne/mein-`defer to’, `pay respect to’. 

920.  to\ di/kaion -` the just reputation’. 

921.  The reading here is uncertain.  Reiske’s   dw/seij xa/rin  (`do him a favour’) 
is very tempting, and is accepted by Allan. 

922. `it is shameful that you know well…’ 

925. Lit.` granting this in addition to my fate (fortune)’ ; possible translation: 
`granting this remedy to my sad lot’, or perhaps `granting an extra grace of 
fortune’. For   tu/xhj Allen reads   di/xhj. 

926.  sc.  e1sti. 

930.  klu/ontej ei0si/dontej –an example of asyndeton. The second participle 
strengthens the first. 

931.  w1lont’ -`they were ruined’. 

932.  `They will restore me to virtue (to my virtuous reputation)’. 

934.   e0nqa/de –lit. `here’ but translate `behind’. 
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          a0lhtei/an  - here `beggary’; the original meaning is `wandering’.  

935.  i.e. `my own money, in my own house’. 

936.  i.e. in Troy. 

937.    pro/sw -`far away’. 

  a2n  h0ga/pwn -`I would have shown my respect…’. 

940.  tou\j tro/pouj  -  `behaviour’.  

In 943 we have an acc. of respect. 

943.  tau0to/n =   to\ au0to/n =   to\ au0to/ - `comes to be the same (as his parents in 
character)’, gnomic aorist.  

944-6. These lines are given to the Chorus, but ought possibly be given to 
Theonoe. 

  oi0ktro/n -`a pitiful thing’, sc.  e0sti/. 

  oi9 paro/ntej e0n me/sw| lo/goi - there is a variety of possible meanings here. It 
may mean `the words spoken since I last spoke’, i.e. `the intervening words’, or 
possibly `the speech we have before us’, `words under consideration’. 

Lines 947- 997: 

Menelaus gives his appeal to Theonoe to save himself and Helen. 

Lines 998- 1082: 

Theonoe decides to honour her father’s good name and keep silent regarding the 
presence and plans of Helen and Menelaus.  After she leaves the stage, Helen and 
Menelaus discuss their plans for escape. Helen will pretend that she has had news 
that Menelaus is dead and convince Theoklymenos to give her a ship to perform a 
funeral ceremony for her dead, absent, husband. Menelaus pretends to be the 
last surviving sailor from the shipwreck. 

999. `I am true to myself’. 
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1002. This metaphor of the `great temple of Dike’ recalls the `altar of Dike’ from 
Aeschylus. Euripides is novel in his application of this traditional concept to an  
internal mental state.  

1004.  e1xousa sw|/zein … peira/somai- ` I will try to hold it secure’.  

1006. Allen, and others, read   Ku/prij  (`the Cyprian’, i.e. Aphrodite) for   Xa/rij. 

1007.    cumbe/bhke d’ ou0damou= - `for she has never come to terms with (me)’, 
perhaps `we really don’t have much in common’ - the sense being made clear 
from the following line. Perhaps `we really don’t agree on much’.  

1009. The   a3 refer to the reproaches uttered by Menelaus in the earlier passage 
which we did not read. Allen reads  patro/j for  patri/. If the latter is read, then 
it must mean `in regard to my father’. 

1010. `These same words are mine.’ i.e. `I entirely agree’. 

1013.  `… both against the dead and all men above’. cf. Alcman’s 

  e1sti tij qiw=n ti/sij (Parthen. 36) 

1014.  nou=j -`(conscious) mind’. Recall that Theonoe is Egyptian, but speculation 
on life after death was common in fifth century Athenian philosophy. 

1015.  gnw/mh - tr. `knowledge’.  

1016.   e0mpesw/n -`when it plunges’.  

1017.  `I will not lecture (you) at length’. 

1020. `I am (really) helping him…’. 

1021.  Tr. `if I can restore him to holiness from his impiety’. 

1026.  e0n tau0tw|= -`the same’. 

1027.    th\n e1nnoian… swthri/aj -`her intention of (providing) safety’. 

1029.  keklh/sh|- future perfect passive, used as a simple future of wish. 
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1030-1. These lines of the Chorus allow Theonoe to leave the stage before Helen 
and Menelaus hatch their plot. 

1032 ff. Note that the double stichomythia is rare in Euripides and signifies that 
serious planning is taking place – not just `banter’. 

1033.    tou0nqe/nde `from this point on’. 

 tou\j lo/gouj fe/ronta- `offering advice’. 

1034.  cuna/ptein  -`to devise’. 

1036.  sunte/qrayai –(2nd p. perf. pass.) `have lived with’, `have grown familiar 
with’. 

1037.  e0lpi/daj -`expectation’. 

1038.    w9j dh/  + fut. part. is often used to denote a degree of scepticism. 

  nw|=n - both here and in 1040 and 1055 this is a dative dual. 

1040.  di/frouj -tr. `a chariot’, or perhaps ` means of transport’. 

`what direction would we flee in?’ 

1042.  a1peiroi -`inexperienced’. 

 pedi/wn barba/rou te xqono/j - hendiadys for the Egyptian plains. 

1043. a0du/naton ei]paj -tr. `Put like that it is hardly possible’. 

1045.  a0na/sxoito - aor. opt. `she would not allow you’. 

1048.    h4n -`that which’. 

1049. Note that Menelaus makes the first two suggestions, neither of which is 
practical, and then Helen comes up with final solution to their dilemma. 

1050.  bou/lh| - verb. Note the accent. 

  lo/gw| -`in pretence’. 
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1053.    gunaikei/oij- two termination adjective. 

              Optative +   a1n (pl. for sing.) for polite future.  

1054.  koura/ - `cutting the hair short’.  

           to\n  a0no/sion = Theoklymenos. 

1055.  swthri/aj …a1koj -`saving remedy’.  ti/ -`how’. 

1056.    palaio/thj -  Tr.`This is a bit of a stale old line surely!’ Some see a 
humorous reference to the same ploy being used in earlier plays such as 
Sophocles’ Electra. 

lit. `There is some staleness in this suggestion’, with  tw=| lo/gw| - `suggestion’. 

1057.  w9j …e0na/lion -`as though you died at sea’. 

1059.  kai\ dh\ parei=ken: -`Suppose he agrees to this.’ (The verb is perfect from   
pari/hmi.) 

1060.  kenotafou=nt(e) - dual. `(us) honouring  with an empty tomb’. 

1062.  ko/smon -`offering’. 

1064.    skh=yij -`excuse’, `alleged reason’, so `your alleged reason avails us 
naught’. 

1065.  nomi/zein -`to be the custom’. Notice how Euripides portrays his 
`barbarians’ as though they were accepting of Greek culture and prepared to 
accept `logical’ arguments. 

1067.    tou=t’ au] katorqoi=j - `you have solved this problem also’. 

1071.  e0p’ a0gku/raj -`at anchor’. 

1072. i.e. Menelaus will have his men stand in battle formation. 
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1073.  brabeu/w -`arrange, decide’. A brabeu/j is a `judge’ or `arbiter’ but the 
derivation of this word is unknown. The meaning here is late since the word 
usually means `to judge, arbitrate’.  

1074.  sc.  e1stw. 

1076.    a0ta/r - often denotes a sudden change of topic. 

tou= =   ti/noj -`from whom’. 

1079.    a0mfi/blhstron - `wrapping’ (used of `nets’ in NT Greek). 

            e0rei/pion - `wreck’. 

1081.  `It (the loss of your clothes) has turned out to be advantageous now, 
although at the time the loss was harmful’. 

1082.  a2n pe/soi -`may turn out…’. 

Lines 1083- 1192. 

Helen completes her plans and utters a prayer to the gods. As she goes off to 
prepare herself for the deception, the Chorus sings an ode on the futility of war 
and its effect on the women left behind.  

Theoklymenos enters and sees Helen in mourning clothes. 

Lines 1193-1249: 

Helen relates the `news’ of her dead husband and agrees to marry the king, 
provided he allows her to conduct the burial service for her dead husband out at 
sea.   

1195.    ta1ma `my hopes’. 

 tw=| - interrogative, with partitive gen., so tr.`What misfortune has befallen you , 
what has happened?’ 

1999.  o3t(e). 
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1201.    oi[ -`where’ and possibly ga/r for ei0 ga/r + opt. There is, of course, a 
double entrendre here. The ostensible meaning is that she would prefer the 
survivor to go to hell, since he has brought her such bad news. A similar 
statement is made in 1205. By deprecating the `sailor’, Helen perhaps hopes to 
take Theoklymenos’ attention away from him. cf. the expression ei0j ko/rakaj. 

1203.  u9popth/ssw-`cower’. 

1204.  pre/pei -`he suits’. 

1205.    w[d’ e1xein  -`would be so (dressed)’. 

1206.  kate/sxe -`he put in’. 

1209.  oi0ktro/taq’ - adverb. 

1210.  nausqlou/menon <   nausqlo/w a contraction of   naustole/w - `to carry by 
sea’. (Only Euripides uses this verb in tragedy.) 

1211.    e0kpeso/nta -`driven against’. 

1212.   koinwnw=n pla/thj -`since he shared the same ship (lit. oar)’. (Metonymy) 

1213.    kaki/ouj =   kaki/onej. 

1214. `Where did he leave the wreckage of the ship before coming here?’ 

1215. `Where he should have perished instead of Menelaus.’ The curse is a 
convenient way of evading the question. 

1219.    nefe/lhj…a1galm’ -`image made of cloud’, as in line 705. 

1220.    e1rrw -`come to ruin’. 

1225. The current line is meaningless. `He is dear, whoever he is, that is near’. 
Diggle emends as   fi/loj ga/r e0stin, w3j pot’ h]n, e1t, e0nqa/d’ w1n -`he is still as 
dear (to me) here as he once was’ or perhaps `he is still as dear (to me) as he once 
was, when he was here (i.e. alive)’ . This gives a double entendre in the last 
phrase. 
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1226. This is usually taken as a question. `Is this tragedy justly wept over (or 
feigned)’? i.e. `Are you really so upset that this has happened (or are you just 
putting it on)?’ This then explains the following line. The sense being, `Well, if I 
were putting it on, then your sister would know.’  

1227.  The gou=n is sarcastic. `It is really so easy to fool your sister!’, which, of 
course, it isn’t. 

1228.  `will you continue to make this tomb your home?’ i.e. `will you continue to 
mope here in the graveyard?’ 

1229,1230.  Jackson has convincingly shown that these lines should be 
transposed, making line 1230 read:   pisth\ ga/r ei0mi tw=| po/sei feu/gousa/ se. 
Thus Helen says: ` By rejecting you I remain faithful to my husband’ and 
Theoklymenos says `Why do you mock me instead of leaving the dead be’. 

1232.  ta/de is both the subject of   h]lqen and the object of   ai0nw=. 

1233.  oi]sq’…. dra=son - The idiomatic use of   oi]sq’ o4 + imper. is used in 
Euripides and in comedy. The phrase here means `Do you know what must be 
done?’ 

1235. dialla/ssw -`be reconciled’. 

1236.  to nei=koj to\ so/n -`my quarrel with you’. 

  u9po/pteron -`swift flying’, so `Let it take wings’.  (We say `To hell with it!’). 

1237.  sc.  i9keteu/w. 

1238.    o0re/gomai -` I reach out for’. 

1240.  a0po/ntwn -`for  the lost’. 

1241.  A similar appeal to `Greek custom’ to deceive a barbarian king occurs in 
Euripides Iphigeneia among the Taurians. 

1242.  `clever’ is, of course, ironic. 
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1243. `to bury them with empty garments’. 

1244.  kterei%zw -`I bury with due honours’. 

1246.  e0j po/nton …. e0cormi/zomen -`we take out to sea’. 

Lines 1250-1284:  

The sailor (Menelaus) and Theoklymenos discuss the details of the sea funeral. 

Lines 1285-1641: 

Thus the matter is settled and the Chorus then sings an ode describing Demeter 
and her mourning for the lost Persephone.  Theoklymenos tells his men to obey 
the Greek sailor (really Menelaus) in all respects and begins planning his marriage 
ceremony. A messenger enters and tells Theoklymenos that Helen and Menelaus 
have escaped and gives a long account of the details of the fight. Theoklymenos 
states that he will kill Theonoe for her treachery. 

Lines 1642-1687: 

The Dioscuroi now appear as dei ex machina and resolve the story by explaining 
the will of heaven and the gods’ future plans for Helen and Menelaus. 
Theoklymenos agrees to relent from his death threats and praises the virtue of 
Helen. 

1642.  ai[sin  -`against those whom’. 

1647. The Nereid goddess is Psamathe mentioned in line 7.  

1650.  e0j - `up to’. 

1651.  Take   ai0ei/ with   e0xrh=n. 

1652.  e0canesta/qh -`have been destroyed’. 

1653.  Very elliptical. `... she has lent her name to the gods, (she) no longer (will 
continue to dwell in your house).’ There may be some corruption here and Dale 
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suggests we delete 1253-4, leaving the two infinitives in 1655 dependent on   
e0xrh=n.   

1658.  `We should have saved our sister before’.  pa/lai… pri/n  is a pleonasm, 
`long ago’. 

1659. The worship of the Dioscuri, accompanied by qeoceni/a, was very popular in 
Attica. 

 1660.    h3ssona -`weaker than’. 

1665.  parippeu/onte -`riding on’. 

1667. keklh/sh| -future perfect passive 2nd p.s. – a rare grammatical form. 

1670.     ou[ -`the place where’. 

 w3risen -`placed’, `set you down’. The word is to be taken with to\n kat’ 
ou0rano\n dro/mon - so is literally:` he put a limit to your flight through the 
heavens’. 

The son of Maia is Hermes. 

1671.    dro/mon -tr. `flight’. 

1673.    frouro/n -`as a guard’. 

This rocky island called `Helen’ is now known as Makronissos and lies off the 
south-east coast of Attica. Akte is just `the coast’ and so often just meaning 
`Attica. 

1679.  `But the(ir) troubles are more than those of no account’.    

 a0nariqmh/twn -`numberless hordes’. 

1684.    i1ston  -`know!’ (dual, as is   gegw=t(e)) tr. `know that you are born from 
the same blood as a most excellent and virtuous sister’. 

1686. `I wish you well for the sake of..’ 
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1687.  gnw/mh – tr. `soul’ 

 o4 - `a quality which’, despite the feminine antecedent. 

1692.    a0pe/bh -`has turned out’. 


